Tricked Out News

RavenNuke - Custom Username Color mod

bobby - Sat Dec 01, 2012 4:57 pm
Post subject: Custom Username Color mod
This is a mod that allows users to change the color of their username after so many posts. This mod will
require you to return your forum profile to be editable. We had disabled editing the forum profile in RN 2.4 to
avoid confusion with the RN profile in Your Account.

And here is the revised download with instructions.
http://trickedoutnews.com/nuken/Custom_Username_Color_With_Colorpicker.zip
bobby - Sat Dec 01, 2012 8:03 pm
Post subject:
If you want to add a background color to the color selector grid, you can do so by adding the following css to
either the themes/ravennuke.css if you want all themes to have the same color background or you can add it
to each themes forums css file to change it on a per theme basis. White seems to be the best color to use so

I would just put it in the ravennuke.css.
.simpleColorChooser { background-color:#ffffff; }

Derek765 - Fri Dec 07, 2012 11:58 pm
Post subject:
I noticed you mentioned this mod will require you to return your forum profile to be editable.
Always had a question about that, why is it when you try to go too your profile from forums you get this
message:

Attention!
Unless you are uploading an avatar you should be using Your Account to edit your profile.
Is their a reason why you can't edit your profile via forums?
bobby - Sat Dec 08, 2012 7:47 am
Post subject:
We are trying to move away from the forums and towards a phpBB3 bridge in the future. We wanted people
to get used to not having it so it won't be a shock when it is no longer there.
Derek765 - Sat Dec 08, 2012 10:46 am
Post subject:
Alright that's understandable, was curious.

